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Abstract
The Murchison Widefield Array (MWA) is an electronically steered low frequency (< 300 MHz) radio inter-
ferometer, with a ‘slew’ time less than 8 seconds. Low frequency (∼ 100 MHz) radio telescopes are ideally
suited for rapid-response follow-up of transients due to their large field of view, the inverted spectrum of
coherent emission, and the fact that the dispersion delay between a 1GHz and 100MHz pulse is on the
order of 1− 10 min for dispersion measures of 100− 2000 pc/cm3. The MWA has previously been used to
provide fast follow up for transient events including gamma-ray bursts, fast radio bursts, and gravitational
waves, using systems that respond to gamma-ray coordinates network (GCN) packet-based notifications.
We describe a system for automatically triggering MWA observations of such events, based on VOEvent
triggers, which is more flexible, capable, and accurate than previous systems. The system can respond to
external multi-messenger triggers, which makes it well-suited to searching for prompt coherent radio emis-
sion from gamma-ray bursts, the study of fast radio bursts and gravitational waves, single pulse studies of
pulsars, and rapid follow-up of high-energy superflares from flare stars. The new triggering system has the
capability to trigger observations in both the regular correlator mode (limited to ≥ 0.5 s integrations) or
using the Voltage Capture System (VCS, 0.1 ms integration) of the MWA, and represents a new mode of
operation for the MWA. The upgraded standard correlator triggering capability has been in use since MWA
observing semester 2018B (July-Dec 2018), and the VCS and buffered mode triggers will become available
for observing in a future semester.
Keywords: software – instrumentation – transients – GRBs – FRBs
1 Introduction
The steady improvement in radio astronomy technology
in recent decades has allowed for the deep study of the
physics associated with transient astronomical events
(Fender & Bell 2011), whether outbursting or explosive
incoherent radio sources such as supernovae, gamma-
ray bursts (GRBs) (Frail et al. 1997), X-ray binaries,
and tidal disruption events (Rees 1988), or coherent
∗email: Paul.Hancock@curtin.edu.au
sources such as fast radio bursts (FRBs, Thornton et al.
2013) and pulsars (Fender et al. 2015a). Radio emission
traces relativistic ejecta and unusual emission mecha-
nisms, the observation of which allows astronomers to
directly probe total energy budgets, magnetic fields and
the properties and structure of the interstellar and in-
tergalactic media. However, the most extreme physics
takes place at the very start of the transient event, such
as the supernova shock ‘break-out’ serendipitously de-
tected in the X-ray band by Soderberg et al. (2008), or
1
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the optical flash associated with the reverse shock emis-
sion from a GRB as seen by Galama et al. (1999) and
Vestrand et al. (2014). In the case of FRBs, the tran-
sient event consists entirely of a single burst, with no
afterglow yet detected (Williams & Berger 2016). In or-
der to capture such short-lived associated emission, it is
necessary for a variety of telescopes covering the entire
electromagnetic spectrum to be capable of automatic
and rapid follow-up of newly discovered astronomical
transients.
Rapid-response follow-up of transients has previously
been primarily conducted in the GHz regime, with tele-
scopes such as a 12 m dish based at the CSIRO Parkes
Observatory, Australia (1.4 GHz; Bannister et al. 2012),
the 26 m dish located at the Mount Pleasant Radio
Observatory, Australia, (2.3 GHz; Palaniswamy et al.
2014), and the Arcminute Microkelvin Imager (AMI)
based at the Mullard Radio Astronomy Observatory
(MRAO), UK (14-18 GHz; Staley et al. 2013; Anderson
et al. 2014; Fender et al. 2015b; Anderson et al. 2018a).
The Australia Telescope Compact Array (ATCA) has
also recently been equipped with a rapid-response sys-
tems (e.g. Anderson et al. 2018c), further expanding
the rapid-response frequency coverage in the GHz range
from 1− 20 GHz1.
While the first rapid-response radio experiments were
conducted at 151 MHz with the Cambridge Low Fre-
quency Synthesis Telescope based at the MRAO (Green
et al. 1995; Dessenne et al. 1996), such programs in the
MHz domain are only now resurfacing with the con-
struction of the new generation of low frequency radio
telescopes in preparation for the Square Kilometre Ar-
ray (SKA). For example, the first station of the Long
Wavelength Array (LWA1, 10-88 MHz; Taylor et al.
2012; Ellingson et al. 2013) has commissioned two rapid-
response triggering modes with a 2 minute response
time (Yancey et al. 2015). In October 2017, the High
Band Array (120− 168 MHz) of the Low Frequency Ar-
ray (LOFAR) enabled a rapid-response system capable
of triggering within 3− 5 min on transient alerts (re-
ferred to as the LOFAR Responsive Telescope2). Mean-
while, the MWA, which operates in the 80− 300 MHz
frequency range (Tingay et al. 2013; Wayth et al.
2018), has been running a functional, yet somewhat lim-
ited rapid-response mode since December 2014 (Kaplan
et al. 2015). There are also all-sky low frequency radio
experiments that have been (or are capable of being) on-
sky at the time of GRBs and gravitational wave events,
including the LWA1 Prototype All Sky Imager (LWA1-
PASI; Obenberger et al. 2014), the Owens Vally Radio
Observatory Long Wavelength Array (OVRO-LWA, 27-
84 MHz; Anderson et al. 2018b; Callister et al. 2019),
1https://www.narrabri.atnf.csiro.au/observing/users guide/html/
chunked/ch02s05.html
2www.astron.nl/radio-observatory/lofar-system-
capabilities/responsive-telescope/responsive-telescope
and the LOFAR Low Band Array (10− 90 MHz) Ams-
terdam ASTRON Radio Transient Facility and Analysis
Centre (AARTFAAC; Prasad et al. 2014, 2016).
The MHz frequency range offers a number of benefits
over the GHz regime due to a combination of intrin-
sic emission properties, propagation effects, and detec-
tor properties. Non-thermal coherent emission typically
has an inverted spectrum making such sources brighter
at MHz frequencies. The arrival time of pulsed signals
are delayed with decreasing frequency due to disper-
sion caused by the ionized intergalactic and interstellar
media (Taylor & Cordes 1993), which means that MHz
observations can be reliably triggered by gamma-ray,
X-ray, or even GHz observations and still be on tar-
get before the signal arrives. Radio interferometers in
the MHz regime naturally have wide fields of view, are
electronically steered, and often have large fractional
bandwidths. The MHz frequency range is the ideal ob-
serving band to search for prompt emission associated
with transients.
1.1 A rapid-response system for the MWA
Since 2015, the MWA has been capable of receiv-
ing socket based alerts from the Gamma-ray Coordi-
nates Network (GCN3). Custom software (based on that
used for GRB triggering by Bannister et al. 2012) was
built to analyse incoming GRB alerts from both the
Niel Gehrels Swift Observatory (hereafter referred to as
Swift; Gehrels et al. 2004) Burst Alert Telescope (BAT;
Barthelmy et al. 2005) and the Fermi Gamma-ray Burst
Monitor (GBM; Meegan et al. 2009), and then automat-
ically schedule 30 minutes of observations at the source
position in the standard MWA observing mode. Due
to the limited amount of information available in the
socket based GCN alerts, this system occasionally trig-
gered on events that were not GRBs. The Fermi-GBM
and Swift-BAT can generate multiple alerts for the same
burst, with updated positional information arriving at
later times. The typical 1 sigma error radius indicated
in a Fermi-GBM trigger is 5− 15 degrees4 plus system-
atic uncertainties. At 150 MHz the MWA has a field of
view which is 15 degrees radius at half power, which
means that the Fermi-GBM positions would fall within
this region approximately 2/3 of the time. The MWA’s
socket based rapid-response system was unable to in-
corporate updated information from subsequent alerts
on the same event into the observing schedule, resulting
in the final GRB positions from Fermi-triggered events
sometimes being located near the edge of, or even out-
side of the MWA’s large field of view. Nonetheless, the
socket based alert system was successful at automat-
ically observing GRBs. Indeed, the observation of the
3gcn.gsfc.nasa.gov/gcn3 circulars.html
4gcn.gsfc.nasa.gov/fermi.html
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short-duration GRB 150424A set the most stringent up-
per limits (3 Jy at 132 MHz) on prompt radio emission
from any type of GRB (Kaplan et al. 2015).
We present the upgraded MWA rapid-response sys-
tem, which now responds to transient alerts transmitted
via the Virtual Observatory Event standard (VOEvent;
Seaman et al. 2011), that provide a machine readable
format for the communication of astrophysical events.
All of the events that are distributed via the GCN are
also distributed as VOEvents5. The GCN distributed
VOEvents contain more detailed information than that
provided in the socket based alerts including: Moon and
Sun angular distance, event position in multiple coor-
dinate systems, spacecraft location, alternative classi-
fications, and (probably most importantly) the prob-
ability of a given alert being (for example) a genuine
GRB. This increase in information makes it possible to
trigger follow-up observations with more confidence, to
reduce the fraction of false positives, and to update ob-
servations as new information becomes available. The
VOEvent format is an XML based format that can
be easily interpreted by a variety of software such as
the voevent-parse python module (Staley et al. 2013;
Staley 2014). We utilize the software packages provided
by the ‘4 Pi Sky VOEvent Broker’ (Staley & Fender
2016) and the Comet VOEvent client (Swinbank 2014)
to parse and filter VOEvent transient alerts, enabling
the automation of transient follow-up with the MWA.
The triggering system described here is able to ob-
serve in three modes. The first mode is the regular corre-
lator setup, which is used for most science observations
with the MWA, and has a time resolution of ≥ 0.5 s.
The second mode is to capture voltages using the Volt-
age Capture System (VCS; Tremblay et al. 2015) with a
time resolution of 0.1 ms. The third and final mode is a
buffered capture mode, wherein the telescope is sched-
uled to capture voltages (with the VCS) to a ring buffer
but only write to disk once a trigger is received.
In this paper we first review some science motiva-
tions for a triggered observing system on the MWA
(§ 2). Next we describe the recently developed back-
end service (§ 3.1) for the MWA telescope to enable
fast rescheduling of the telescope, and the correspond-
ing front-end (§ 3.2) which will receive VOEvents and
submit observing requests to the MWA. We then de-
scribe the VOEvent filter that is in place to respond to
Swift and Fermi GRBs (§ 4) as a case study. We sum-
marize and discuss future developments in § 5.
2 Science Motivations
This project was originally motivated by the desire to
probe the very early-time low frequency radio emission
from GRBs. The overlap between short GRBs and grav-
5gcn.gsfc.nasa.gov/voevent.html
itational wave events (as demonstrated by the simulta-
neous detection of GW170817 and GRB 170817A; Ab-
bott et al. 2017a,b), and the possibility of FRB-like
signals being produced by these events (for a review
of these emission mechanisms see Rowlinson & Ander-
son 2019), provides further motivation. The incorpora-
tion of voltage buffer triggers has made the triggering
system particularly useful for the study of FRBs and
intermittent pulsars. Additionally, the fact that Swift
and other space telescopes have on-board catalogues of
known flaring stars, some of which are expected to have
associated radio flares, means that triggered observa-
tions of M-Dwarf flares is another immediate science
motivation. In lieu of a complete list of science applica-
tions, we discuss here just those that are being actively
pursued by the MWA using the triggering service. Fur-
ther discussion of the science applications of the MWA
can be found in Bowman et al. (2013) and Beardsley et
al. (2019, in prep).
2.1 GRB and gravitational wave follow-up
The study of short-duration GRBs (short GRBs) is
highly topical as they are linked with binary neutron
star (BNS), or neutron star (NS) - black hole (BH)
binary mergers, which are the main class of gravita-
tional wave (GW) events known to have electromag-
netic counterparts ( e.g. GW170817; Abbott et al.
2017a,b). There are several theories that predict such
mergers should produce prompt, coherent emission in
the form of a pulse, perhaps similar to FRBs, whether
due to magnetic braking as the magnetic fields of the
NSs are synchronized to the binary rotation before the
merger (Hansen & Lyutikov 2001; Lyutikov 2013), per-
sistent or pulsating pulsar-like emission from a short-
lived (< 1000 s), highly magnetized, supramassive neu-
tron star remnant (Totani 2013; Rowlinson et al. 2013;
Metzger et al. 2017), or the collapse of said supramas-
sive neutron star into a black hole (Falcke & Rezzolla
2014; Zhang 2014). The detection of such prompt emis-
sion associated with the existence and/or collapse of a
supramassive neutron star would allow us to constrain
the equation-of-state of nuclear matter (e.g. Lattimer
2012; Lasky et al. 2014).
Both short GRBs and GW events are therefore excit-
ing targets for rapid-response observations with MWA.
The MWA has previously been involved in perform-
ing rapid-response triggered observations of both Swift-
and Fermi-detected GRBs (e.g. GRB 150424A; Kaplan
et al. 2015), as well as in the multi-wavelength follow-
up of GW events (e.g. GW170817; Abbott et al. 2017a;
Andreoni et al. 2017). As the MWA is electronically
steered, its rapid-response mode is capable of automat-
ically repointing the telescope within 14 s of receiving a
transient alert (see § 3.1.1). This means that the MWA
could be on target in time to detect any prompt emis-
PASA (2019)
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Figure 1. The dispersion delay at 185 MHz due to the intergalac-
tic and interstellar medium as a function of redshift and absolute
Galactic Latitude. The Galactic contribution is calculated from
the model of Yao et al. (2017), while the intergalactic contribu-
tion is computed from the model of Inoue (2004). The redshift
range of short GRBs is indicated in the shaded region, with the
vertical dashed line representing the average redshift of 0.7. The
expected dispersion delay for GW170817 and the horizon for de-
tecting BNS mergers with aLIGO/Virgo during the O3 season
are also indicated. The two horizontal lines indicate the fastest
and slowest response times for the MWA, which are discussed in
§ 3.1.1.
sion associated with a BNS merger. In fact, Rowlinson
& Anderson (2019) made predictions for such prompt
emission associated with short GRBs over a wide range
of redshifts and showed that MWA is very competitive
for detecting such signals at low radio frequencies, par-
ticularly at the earliest timescales (seconds to minutes
post-burst).
Another benefit of the MWA for follow-up observa-
tions is its large field of view. While Swift GRBs are usu-
ally localised to within a few arcminutes, Fermi GRBs
can have positional errors of up to tens of degrees, which
can be well encompassed by the MWA’s large field of
view (see § 4 for further details). In the case of GW
events, the triggers from aLIGO/Virgo do not report a
single pointing direction, but a probability map that
spans many thousands of square degrees. This large
area of sky needs to be surveyed quickly in order to
catch any prompt emission. Again, the MWA’s wide
field of view makes is possible to quickly cover these
large regions, and the automated rapid-response system
described here allows for such a tiling of observations
(see Kaplan et al. 2016).
Another consideration for both GRBs and GW events
is the dispersion delay in the arrival time of any prompt
emission at low frequencies, and whether MWA can be
on-source in time to detect any such signals that may
have been emitted at the time of the merger. Short
GRBs have been detected by Swift at redshifts of be-
tween 0.1− 2.5 with an average of z = 0.7 (Rowlinson
et al. 2013). Yao et al. (2017) model the Galactic con-
tribution of dispersion measure as a function of sky po-
sition, while (Inoue 2004) provide a model of dispersion
measure from the intergalactic medium as a function
of redshift. Combining the Galactic and extra-galactic
components with the observed redshift range for GRBs
we compute that the arrival time of a prompt signal
associated with the event would be dispersion delayed
12− 404 s at 185 MHz, and take 4− 132 s to cross the
MWA’s 30.72 MHz bandwidth (Taylor & Cordes 1993).
However, the current sensitivity horizon for BNS events
during the aLIGO/Virgo O3 run is 170 Mpc so the ex-
pected dispersion delay for GW events can be much
lower than for GRBs at high Galactic Latitude. The
expected dispersion delay at 185 MHz as a function of
redshift is shown in Figure 1, with the range Galac-
tic dispersion measure contribution shown in colour.
The fastest and slowest reaction time of the MWA
are indicated by horizontal dashed lines (see § 3.1.1).
We also show the range in redshift for a population
of short GRBs, the expected dispersion delay for the
BNS merger GW170817, as well as the horizon limit for
the aLIGO/Virgo O3 observing run. Figure 1 therefore
shows that the MWA will likely be on-target in time
to observe prompt radio emission associated with most
GRBs, however, is unlikely to respond fast enough to
GW events, even if the aLIGO/Virgo alerts were instan-
taneous (see James et al. 2019a, for MWA triggering
predictions on negative latency GW alerts).
An additional consideration is the effect of time sam-
pling on the signal detection. The new ability of MWA
to trigger higher temporal and spectral resolution ob-
servations using the VCS (see § 3.1.3) will increase the
sensitivity to millisecond-duration pulses by at least an
order of magnitude due to such pulses no-longer being
smeared out over the coarse 0.5 s sampling of the stan-
dard correlator (Rowlinson & Anderson 2019, shows the
MWA VCS to be the most competitive triggering instru-
ment for probing prompt, coherent radio emission from
binary mergers). However, there are also deleterious ef-
fects of multipath scattering along the line of sight that
act in opposition to this sensitivity improvement, and
are especially potent at low frequencies since the pulse
broadening time scale, τ , is strongly frequency depen-
dent, where typically τ ∝ ν−4 (e.g. Geyer et al. 2017;
Krishnakumar et al. 2017; Bansal et al. 2019; Kirsten
et al. 2019). The voltage data will be sensitive to this
effect, and would allow us to resolve and place con-
straints on the scatter broadening of such pulses. It is
not expected that the pulses will be broadened so ex-
tremely (i.e. to beyond the 0.5 s correlated observation
time sampling) to entirely mitigate the effective sen-
sitivity gained from acquiring the high time resolution
time series data. Therefore, the estimated order of mag-
nitude improved sensitivity from capturing voltage data
is a reasonably optimistic scenario.
PASA (2019)
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2.2 FRB observations
To date, there are no reported detections of FRBs at
frequencies lower than 400 MHz, even though a number
of research groups have employed different techniques
across a number of telescopes to search for them (e.g.
Coenen et al. 2014; Tingay et al. 2015; Rowlinson et al.
2016; Chawla et al. 2017). Detecting the low frequency
radio emission from FRBs, if it exists, would give unique
insight into the emission energetics and would help to
narrow down the progenitors from the large number of
current candidates6 (as discussed below). Similarly, the
large fractional bandwidths inherent in low-frequency
observations are of interest since the spectral modula-
tion of FRBs has a high variance within the population
(Shannon et al. 2018). Despite this deficit, there is re-
newed hope at detecting FRBs at these frequencies with
the Canadian Hydrogen Intensity Mapping Experiment
(CHIME) detection of FRBs at the 400 MHz lower limit
of their bandpass (Boyle & Collaboration 2018).
The highly dispersed nature of these signals allows for
a potentially more efficient use of low-frequency radio
telescope time if one can trigger based on real-time de-
tections of FRBs at higher frequencies. In the absence
of such an automated triggering service, Sokolowski
et al. (2018) have made use of shadowing observations
to have the MWA co-observe with the Australian SKA
Pathfinder (ASKAP, Johnston et al. 2008; Hotan et al.
2014). In this shadowing setup, ASKAP observes the
sky in a fly’s-eye mode whilst recording baseband data
(James et al. 2019b), which is then processed off-line to
search for FRBs, resulting in 20 new detections (Ban-
nister et al. 2017; Shannon et al. 2018). Simultaneously,
the MWA observed an overlapping area of sky using the
standard correlator mode (10 kHz / 0.5 s resolution).
For each FRB detection by ASKAP, the MWA data
were imaged and analysed for FRB emission. The MWA
did not detect any emission from the ASKAP detected
FRBs in this mode of operation, providing insights into
the spectral index of this enigmatic class of objects.
Namely, the non-detections are inconsistent with the
mean spectral index of α = −1.8± 0.3 that is measured
for the brighest ASKAP detections. Since pulse broad-
ening cannot explain the non-detections with the MWA,
this suggests a spectral turn over at frequencies above
200 MHz, and plausible mechanisms are discussed, in-
cluding: intrinsic spectral behaviour of the radiation
process(es), free-free absorption, or caustic/scintillation
induced amplification at higher frequencies (Sokolowski
et al. 2018).
The current MWA-ASKAP shadowing setup has the
MWA operating in the normal correlator mode, as the
VCS data rate is too large to sustain for the multiple
hours of observations that are carried out each day. The
6frbtheorycat.org
ability for the MWA to operate in a buffered trigger
mode, combined with a real-time detection system on
ASKAP, would allow the MWA data to be captured at
the best time and frequency resolution and only store
those that are coincident with an FRB candidate. This
would increase the MWA’s sensitivity to FRBs by at
least an order of magnitude.
For FRBs with a DM as low as 100 pc/cm3, which cor-
responds to a distance of ∼ 130 Mpc (depending on the
line of sight, cf. FRB 171020; Shannon et al. 2018), the
time of arrival difference between detection at 1 GHz
and pulse arrival at 100 MHz is just 40 seconds. This
time delay is long enough that a real time FRB detec-
tion system on a 1 GHz telescope can detect an event,
generate a trigger, and pass it to a low frequency in-
strument such as the MWA, before the pulse arrives at
MHz frequencies. The time delay is short enough how-
ever, that an automated system is required both at the
detection and follow-up stations.
2.3 Pulsar observations
Pulsars provide unparalleled Galactic laboratories to
study astrophysical coherent emission processes. While
the emission from most pulsars is extremely regular,
some pulsars exhibit irregular emission, such as spo-
radic emission (e.g. giant pulses Meyers et al. 2017),
or the switching of emission states (e.g. Kramer et al.
2006; Lorimer et al. 2012; Young et al. 2014). This spo-
radic emission occurs on time scales from seconds to
months, and these pulsars pose a major challenge to
understanding the underlying physics of the pulsar ra-
dio emission mechanism. Simultaneous multi-frequency
or contemporaneous high-energy and radio observations
(e.g. Oronsaye et al. 2015; Meyers et al. 2017; Abdo
et al. 2010; Hermsen et al. 2013, 2018) suggest that gi-
ant pulses and state-switching behavior are extremely
broadband.
The vast majority of southern hemispheric pulsars
are lacking low-frequency radio coverage, particularly
for sporadic or intermittent pulsars. Low-frequency ob-
servations with the MWA are thus very promising as
they can reveal emission characteristics that are sub-
stantially different to those observed at higher frequen-
cies. In particular, sporadically emitting pulsars are in-
herently difficult to observe without regular monitor-
ing and long dwell times, which is not currently feasible
given the limited observing time available with the VCS
(see § 3.1.3). The newly-developed voltage buffer mode
has been designed to mitigate these short-comings, es-
pecially the dwell time constraint (see § 3.1.4 for de-
tails).
Both the MWA rapid-response triggering and buffer-
ing modes allow us to once again bypass the large
VCS data recording rate, which is unsustainable for
observations much longer than 1 hr. For example, tele-
PASA (2019)
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scopes that have regular, real-time pulsar monitoring
programs, such as the recently upgraded Molonglo Ob-
servatory Synthesis Telescope (UTMOST; Bailes et al.
2017; Venkatraman Krishnan et al. 2019), can trigger
the MWA VCS and/or the MWA buffering mode when,
for example, intermittent pulsars are active, rather than
relying on serendipity and potentially wasting valuable
telescope observing time and resources. The recent de-
tection of low-frequency emission from the intermittent
pulsar J1107−5907 (Meyers et al. 2018) provides an ex-
cellent demonstration of the MWA’s ability to conduct
such coordinated broadband observations. As it is, si-
multaneous broadband observations involving multiple
telescopes can provide valuable insights into the pulsar
emission mechanism, such as the spectral index distri-
bution (from both integrated profiles and single pulses,
e.g. Meyers et al. 2017; Jankowski et al. 2018) and sin-
gle pulse energy distributions (e.g. Burke-Spolaor et al.
2011; Meyers et al. 2018), both of which are intimately
tied to the emission physics.
2.4 M-Dwarf flares
M-dwarf stars are known to produce frequent, power-
ful flares that are detectable across the entire electro-
magnetic spectrum. Simultaneous multi-wavelength ob-
servations of these flares have provided a window into
the processes of plasma acceleration and heating within
stellar atmospheres, which drive the flaring emission
mechanisms in different wavebands (e.g. Osten et al.
2016, 2010, 2005, Fender et al. 2015a).
At low radio frequencies, stellar flares are often coher-
ent and highly polarized in nature. Recently, the MWA
has been successful in detecting faint, polarized flares
from the well-known flare star UV Ceti (Lynch et al.
2017), uncovering a population of low frequency flares
two orders of magnitude fainter than single-dish detec-
tions made before the 1980s (e.g. Nelson et al. 1979;
Spangler et al. 1974; Lovell 1964; Slee 1963).
Some M-type stars exhibit gamma-ray or X-ray
‘super-flares’, which are bright enough to trigger the
Swift-BAT system. Recently, AMI triggered on a Swift
gamma-ray super-flare from the nearby binary system
DG CVn, detecting a bright (∼ 100 mJy), incoherent
flare at 15 GHz, 6 minutes after the gamma-ray detec-
tion, and an additional 90 mJy flare approximately 24
hours afterward (Fender et al. 2015b). These observa-
tions at radio frequencies were also accompanied by si-
multaneous observations using UV and optical facilities
(Osten et al. 2016). These multi-wavelength observa-
tions enabled a detailed analysis of the flare energetics,
the relation of this powerful flare to lower-energy solar
flares, and on the potential impact of such flares on the
habitability of close-in planets around M-dwarfs (Osten
et al. 2016).
It is currently unknown whether there is a low-
frequency radio counterpart to the gamma and X-
ray emission observed during M-dwarf super-flares. Re-
cently, Argiroffi et al. (2019) reported strong evidence of
a coronal mass ejection for HR9024, where X-ray spec-
troscopy of the stellar flare was used to map plasma
motions during the event. One possible source of low-
frequency radio emission associated with powerful flares
is from Type II bursts, produced during coronal mass
ejections (Webb & Howard 2012; Crosley & Osten
2018; Gopalswamy 2006). Rapid-response MWA obser-
vations of M-dwarf super-flares following triggers from
high-energy facilities such as Swift and the Monitor
of All-sky X-ray Image (MAXI), would enable the po-
tential detection of associated prompt, low-frequency
flares, and any subsequent low-frequency emission as-
sociated with magnetospheric or coronal mass ejection-
associated plasma motions.
3 MWA triggering service
The MWA rapid-response triggering system is divided
into two parts: a back-end and a front-end. The back-
end is a web service that has been installed on an on-
site server, forming part of the MWA Monitor and Con-
trol system. This back-end system accepts requests from
clients via the Internet. An entirely separate front-end
(which can be run externally or on-site) parses incom-
ing VOEvents, makes decisions about when to trigger
a new observation (or re-point an existing triggered ob-
servation), and calls the web service to schedule the
observations. Multiple front-ends responsible for mon-
itoring and parsing different VOEvent streams and/or
transient source types can be run in parallel.
Separating the science (what VOEvents to trigger on,
and why) from the scheduling function lets the opera-
tions team handle the code that directly controls the
telescope schedule, while allowing astronomers in the
science project teams to write their own parsing code
to decide which events to follow, and what observation
and follow-up strategies to adopt. The front-end system
is able to accept pointing and frequency parameters as
lists, which will then be iterated over to generate the
final set of observing commands. We now describe the
two services.
3.1 Back-end web service
The back-end web service includes the following func-
tions that are called by generating an HTTP request to
a particular URL with a set of parameters:
• obslist - When given a desired override duration,
return a summary of all observations already in
the schedule over that time period.
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• busy - When given a science project ID code and
a desired override duration (provided in seconds
from the present), busy returns ‘False’ if that sci-
ence project is authorized to override all of the ob-
servations already in the schedule over that time
period.
• triggerobs - When supplied with a science project
ID code and associated private key, trigger obs
will take a set of observational parameters (de-
scribed later) and generate a set of observations
using the standard MWA correlator. If that sci-
ence project is authorized to override all the obser-
vations already in the schedule over the requested
time period, that period in the schedule is cleared
and the requested observation/s are added to the
schedule.
• triggervcs - like triggerobs, but schedules obser-
vations with the Voltage Capture System (Trem-
blay et al. 2015) provided there is enough free disk
space on the voltage capture servers.
• triggerbuffer - like triggervcs, but for use when
the VCS is currently in buffered mode (see § 3.1.3).
triggerbuffer does not accept observational pa-
rameters except for the observing duration, as the
other parameters are already set when the tele-
scope is put into the buffer mode. Calling trig-
gerbuffer will cause the ring buffer to be drained
and for VCS observations to continue as normal
afterward.
When deciding if observations can be interrupted, the
back-end software considers only the project codes for
the existing and requested observations. The prioritiza-
tion of transient projects authorized to override active
observations or another transient program is decided
by, and at the discretion of the MWA Director7, and
encoded in a configuration file maintained by the op-
erations team. The only other additional constraint is
that ongoing VCS observations can not currently be in-
terrupted but this may change in the future.
Several input observational parameters can be speci-
fied in-order to fulfill different science requirements and
to optimize the quality of the resulting data. The obser-
vational parameters can be given as lists so that obser-
vations will be scheduled that span multiple positions
on the sky and multiple frequencies. These inputs can
include:
• (ra,dec) | (alt, az) | source: A pointing direc-
tion or source name (from a limited local list of
typical targets). Positions and names can be sup-
plied as lists, and the back-end system will tile the
sky accordingly.
7Including a consideration of the proposal scores assigned by the
MWA Time Assignment Committee
• avoidsun: Whether to modify the given point-
ing direction/s to keep the desired target near the
primary beam centre, but to minimise any con-
tributed power from the Sun by placing it in a
primary beam null (see § 3.1.2). This option has
no effect if the Sun is below the horizon.
• freqspec: One or more frequency specifiers defin-
ing the (arbitrary) set of 24 coarse channels to
record out of the coarse channels that define the
MWA’s 80− 300 MHz frequency response. Each
coarse channel is 1.28 MHz wide making a con-
tiguous bandwidth of 30.72 MHz, however, non-
contiguous channel numbers may be specified.
Pointing directions and frequency specifiers are
duplicated - for example, if two pointing directions
are given, and three frequency specifiers, then each
target direction will be observed at each of the
three chosen frequency sets.
• nobs, exptime: The number of observations to
schedule for each frequency/pointing combination,
and the length of each observation. By default, 15
consecutive observations of 120 seconds each are
scheduled because the MWA analogue beamform-
ers do not track sidereal motion during a single
observation.
• freqres, inttime: The correlator averaging pa-
rameters to use - frequency resolution (currently
10, 20, or 40 kHz) and time resolution (currently
0.5, 1.0 or 2.0 seconds).
• calibrator, calexptime: Whether to schedule
calibrator observation/s after the triggered source,
and if so, what source to calibrate on, and how long
the calibrator observation/s should be. The user
can also let the system choose a calibrator source
automatically, by setting calibrator to be ‘True’. If
more than one frequency specifier was given, then
the calibrator will be observed at each of the given
frequency sets.
3.1.1 Latency
Fast response times are extremely important for a rapid-
response triggering system, with lower latencies allow-
ing astronomers to probe more exotic transient physics.
As the MWA is electronically steered, the repointing
of the telescope using the rapid-response system is not
limited by sky slew time, but rather in the automatic
canceling and scheduling of observations.
The MWA observing schedule is stored in a set of
database tables on a PostgreSQL8 server on-site, with
start and stop times stored as the number of seconds
since the Global Positioning System (GPS) epoch, re-
ferred to as ‘GPS seconds.’9
8www.postgresql.org
9IS-GPS-200
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The MWA schedule works on a natural cadence of
8 seconds: all observations must start and stop on an
integer multiple of eight GPS seconds. This means that
truncating an existing observation and inserting a new
observation, will cause the new observation to begin on
an 8 s boundary, leading to a natural latency of 0− 8 s.
In practice, the Monitor and Control system gives the
various components of the telescope time to prepare by
sending their new configuration 4 s ahead of the start of
each observation. This means that a running observa-
tion cannot have its stop time changed to a value less
than 4 s in the future, and a new observation cannot
be scheduled to start less than 4 s in the future. This
effectively shifts the natural latency to be 4− 12 s. The
triggering software and web back-end systems have a
processing time of around 2 s. The Sun-avoidance check
(§3.1.2, below) is not run when the Sun is below the
horizon, but when it is run can add up to 10 s of la-
tency. Choosing a calibrator automatically can take up
to 8 s, and changing the correlator mode to or from the
VCS mode requires a dummy observation of 8 s to be
inserted into the schedule. Including all the delays and
cadences, the total latency period between the arrival
of the transient alert notice and the start of a triggered
observation is 6− 40 s when triggering either the corre-
lator or VCS rapid-response mode. For triggers of the
voltage buffer, no such latency exists as all of the
above mentioned setup is performed as the telescope
enters the buffered mode, and the buffer can hold up
to 150 s of data, providing a ‘negative’ latency for this
mode.
3.1.2 Sun avoidance
Non-Solar daytime observations with the MWA are
both possible and feasible. For example, the rapid-
response observation of GRB 150424A occurred during
the day (Kaplan et al. 2015). However, the main concern
with daytime observations is the location of the Sun rel-
ative to the pointing direction and primary beam side-
lobes. Even if the Sun is located within a 1% primary
beam sidelobe, the power it contributes to the dataset
creates artifacts across any resulting images which are
difficult to remove. Ideally, observations can be posi-
tioned such that the Sun is in or close to a primary
beam null (Figure 2), thus minimizing its power contri-
bution. Since the primary beam of the MWA changes
rapidly over the 30.72 MHz bandwidth, it may not be
possible to place the Sun in a primary beam null over
this entire band.
It is possible to adjust the requested pointing di-
rection such that the sensitivity to the Sun is mini-
mized, whilst the sensitivity in the direction of interest
is maximized. Therefore, if Sun avoidance is requested
for alerts received during daytime, the system selects
a pointing direction from the list of 197 MWA ‘grid-
points’ (pointing directions representing exact delays
for all tile dipoles) in-order to minimize the contribution
from the Sun. The ratio, r = Btrg/Bsun, of the MWA
primary beam sensitivity in the directions of the tar-
get (Btrg) and the Sun (Bsun) calculated at the centre
of the observing band is used as a metric. The values
of the ratio r for different ‘grid-points’ can be as low
as zero when the target is near the null of the primary
beam (Btrg → 0), and can approach infinity as the Sun
approaches the primary beam null (Bsun → 0). Depend-
ing on the relative pointing directions of the target and
Sun, the ratio r can vary significantly (by even a few
orders of magnitude) over the 30.72 MHz bandwidth.
Therefore, a grid-point that optimizes r at the central
frequency may be sub-optimal at either end of the band.
Further revisions can be made during the data reduc-
tion level by sacrificing the upper- and lower-most parts
of the band, which can result in an overall improvement
in the quality and sensitivity of the images.
The optimal pointing is required to satisfy conditions:
r > 1000 and Btrg ≥ Bmin, where Bmin is the minimum
acceptable beam response in the direction of the target
(Bmin = 50%). This strategy is supported by Figure 3
which shows that the higher the ratio r, the better the
properties of the image. These initial criteria sometimes
cannot be met, in which case we relax the criteria to
allow Bmin ≥ 10%. This allows the software to quickly
find a pointing direction with minimal response towards
the Sun (i.e. maximizing the ratio r), which still pro-
vides at least 10% beam sensitivity towards a target.
Furthermore, the primary beam computations are one
of the main contributions to the overall latency of the
trigger system (see §3.1.1) so we opt not to decrease
Bmin in stages, but instead jump directly to the mini-
mum acceptable limit.
In order to test the Sun avoidance procedure, we per-
formed daytime observations in all grid-point directions
above elevation 50◦. The data quality was evaluated in
terms of the standard deviation of the noise in Stokes V
images (σv), since the image noise is not side-lobe confu-
sion limited in circular polarization as it would be in to-
tal intensity. The 25-second Stokes V images were of the
quality expected for the night sky (σv ≈ 2 mJy beam−1,
based on predictions using the 2016 MWA beam model;
Sokolowski et al. 2017) for pointing directions where
r > 1000, whilst σv noticeably increased in the point-
ing directions with r < 1000 (Fig. 3).
3.1.3 Voltage Capture Mode
The MWA is capable of capturing high time and fre-
quency resolution data using the VCS. The VCS ob-
serving mode has a substantial data rate (∼ 28 TB/hr),
far greater than the rate at which it can be transported
to the MWA archive in Perth in real-time so the data
are initially stored on-site. The on-site storage currently
limits VCS observations to ∼ 90 minutes, so whilst it
is possible to observe with the VCS, and possible to
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Figure 2. An all sky map showing: the radio continuum from the
Haslam map (background grayscale; Haslam et al. 1982), the lo-
cation of bright sources from the GLEAM catalogue (blue circles;
Hurley-Walker et al. 2017), calibrators (named, white circles),
solar system objects, and contours of the MWA primary beam
normalized to the pointing direction (green and black). During
this observation the Sun was placed into a 0.1% sidelobe, by the
Sun avoidance code.
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Figure 3. The dependence of the standard deviation of noise in
Stokes V images on the ratio (r = Btrg/Bsun) of the primary
beam sensitivity in the directions of the target (Btrg) and the
Sun (Bsun). The noise increases noticeably at ratios r < 1000.
trigger this mode with the back-end mentioned in § 3.1,
additional constraints need to be placed on such obser-
vations. To ensure that future VCS observations are not
disrupted by a VCS trigger, a check is made to deter-
mine the current and expected disk use on-site at the
MWA. If the requested triggered observations would re-
sult in future observations failing due to insufficient disk
space then the observing request will be rejected.
Each VCS observation stores data across 32 RAIDs
simultaneously (2 per VCS server) so when a trig-
gervcs call is made, the software determines which
RAID has the least free space and, based on that value,
calculates how much time can be recorded. The trig-
gering system then checks what VCS observations are
scheduled for the next 24 hours10 and subtracts this
scheduled observing time from the total recording time
available. If the duration of the requested trigger obser-
vation is shorter than the remaining time then a VCS
trigger is allowed.
3.1.4 Voltage Buffer Mode
There are some science cases where it is necessary to
have the MWA actively follow the pointing direction
of other telescopes (henceforth referred to as “shadow-
ing”), and the optimal observing strategy also requires
the high time and frequency resolution provided by the
VCS (e.g. ASKAP FRBs; see § 2.2). Unfortunately, the
recording limit of ∼ 90 minutes is not conducive to
shadowing observations. To address this, a new VCS
observing mode was developed where the critically sam-
pled (100µs/10 kHz time and frequency resolution) tile
voltages are stored in a ring buffer within the on-board
memory of the VCS servers until a trigger is received,
thereby mitigating the recording limit. In this buffer
mode, the pointing direction and frequency selection
is set prior to observing, and the telescope is collect-
ing (but not always recording) data for the duration of
this observation. As such, normal telescope observations
cannot continue when this mode is selected, unlike nor-
mal triggered observations that interrupt and override
normal scheduled observations.
While operating in this mode, the voltage streams
from all 128 tiles are stored in memory for up to 150 sec-
onds before being discarded on a first-in-first-out basis,
so at any given time, the last 150 seconds of data from
the telescope is buffered in memory. When a trigger is
received in this mode, the VCS software begins to write
the buffered data to disk, while continuing to record new
data to memory. This process runs in at least real time,
thus after ∼ 2–3 minutes the VCS servers have drained
the memory buffers and will be operating as in a normal
VCS observation, where the data are written directly to
disk. Voltages will continue to be written to disk until
the requested trigger stop time is reached. This mode
is non-interrupting, in that the telescope is technically
observing in Voltage Capture Mode (see § 3.1.3) for the
scheduled duration even though potentially no data are
being written to disk, and should therefore be thought
of as a much more efficient, pre-scheduled VCS shadow-
ing observation. Throughout the nominated observing
time, the software will automatically re-point the tele-
scope at a given duty cycle (typically 5–15 minutes) so
that the target position is always within the tile pri-
mary beam. It is possible to optimize these pointing di-
10For the current system. This is a configurable parameter.
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rections in advance using the Sun avoidance mentioned
in § 3.1.2.
The voltage buffering functionality potentially allows
for long-duration (i.e. > 90 minutes) VCS observations
where only those data containing an event are actu-
ally written to disk, thereby significantly reducing the
overall data rate while providing a more versatile shad-
owing capability to the MWA. Additionally, the buffer
mode is critical for observations where the delay be-
tween high and low-frequency emission is not large (e.g.
. 40 seconds). For instance, sporadic emission from pul-
sars, where the dispersive delays can be many seconds,
but still not long enough to process, send and receive
triggers, re-point the MWA and begin VCS recording
before the pulse arrives at ∼ 150 MHz.
An early prototype of this observing mode has been
tested in exactly this circumstance, when UTMOST
was used to trigger an MWA VCS recording of indi-
vidual pulses from the intermittent pulsar J1107−5907
(Meyers et al. 2018). In this case, the dispersion de-
lay (DM = 40.75 pc cm−3) between the two observing
bands (835 and 154 MHz for UTMOST and the MWA
respectively) is only ∼8 seconds, shorter than the typi-
cal trigger latency, but easily within the voltage buffer
capacity.
3.2 VOEvent handler front end
The front end code uses the ‘4 Pi Sky VOEvent Bro-
ker’ (Staley & Fender 2016) and the COMET VO-
Event client (Swinbank 2014). The COMET client op-
erates by receiving VOEvents and then making asyn-
chronous calls to an external program. We imple-
ment a simple queue to ensure that events are pro-
cessed serially, and in the order in which they are
received. The script push voevent.py is called by
COMET and pushes the received VOEvent onto a han-
dler service (voevent handler.py) via a Remote Pro-
cedure Call (RPC). The VOEvents are then passed
to one or more registered handler functions in plu-
gin libraries, which process the VOEvents using the
voevent-parse python module (Staley et al. 2013;
Staley 2014) and submit observing requests if required.
The plugin event handlers return either True or False
depending on whether an observing request was made.
voevent handler.py will pass a VOEvent to all reg-
istered handlers stopping once a trigger request has
been made or the list has been exhausted. The mod-
ule triggerservice.py provides wrapper functions
that abstracts the calls to the back-end web services:
can interrupt now, obslist, triggerobs, and triggervcs.
The module handlers.py provides a TriggerEvent ob-
ject that holds information about triggered events, in-
cluding a cache of VOEvents associated with the event.
It also provides a high-level wrapper for triggering ob-
servations and also sends email notifications relating
to the trigger. Additionally, handlers.py provides a
wrapper function for retrieving the positional informa-
tion from a VOEvent. All the scripts noted thus far are
provided to allow MWA science teams to write python
scripts with a focus on parsing the information within
the VOEvent without having to worry about the under-
lying data format or the HTTP requests that are used
to trigger observations.
The front-end service is available at
github.com/MWATelescope/mwa trigger under an
Academic Free License (AFL 3.0), along with the
VOEvent parser for the GRB follow up described
below.
4 Case study: GRB follow up
In order to parse VOEvents of high-priority GRBs to
the MWA back-end web service described in §3.1, we
created the script GRB fermi swift.py, which is ca-
pable of filtering GRBs detected by the Fermi-GBM
and Swift-BAT instruments. Swift-detected events are
less common than Fermi as the BAT instrument can
only observe one sixth of the sky when compared to
the GBM, which monitors ∼ 50% of the sky at a time.
However, Swift-BAT events have a far better positional
accuracy (1− 4′; Gehrels et al. 2004) compared to the
Fermi-GBM (with initial positional errors that are sev-
eral 10s of degrees, with final position accuracy usu-
ally < 10 deg; Connaughton et al. 2015). We therefore
give Swift-detected events priority over Fermi-detected
events. We also prioritize potential short GRBs over
long GRBs, due to their association with gravitational
wave events, and given that the majority of the emis-
sion mechanisms are expected to escape along the jet
axis, they are less likely to be absorbed by the merger
ejecta, which is expected to be more concentrated along
the equatorial plane (Zhang 2014). The high-level de-
cision tree that GRB fermi swift.py implements for
parsing Swift and Fermi notices to MWA are outlined
in Figures 4-5.
In Figures 4-5, the box ‘trigger new observation’ rep-
resents a request for a new observation, which does not
guarantee that an observation will take place. The back-
end triggering service makes the necessary checks to en-
sure that the requested observations are permitted to
override the current observing program before they are
scheduled. We place an additional constraint that pre-
vents any observing requests for a GRB that is below an
elevation limit of 30◦. Fermi VOEvents also come with
a MOST LIKELY parameter, which indicates the class
of object that is most likely to have generated the Fermi
alert. We reject any alerts for which the likelihood of the
event being a GRB is < 50%. All Swift events are au-
tomatically compared to the Onboard Source Catalog
(OSC). If all known transients can be rejected, the Swift
alert will automatically define the trigger as a real GRB,
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Figure 4. Logical flow for receiving a Swift GRB alert. The out-
comes are either to trigger a new observation, update the current
observation (green), or to not observe (red).
again allowing for further VOEvent filtering. Note that
the automatic Swift comparison to the OSC means that
VOEvents can also be monitored for other source types,
such as known X-ray binaries, flare stars and magnetars,
potentially motivating other triggering programs.
For all alerts, we make the assumption that the most
recent notice will have the most up-to-date information
and so we will re-point to the newest position if it is not
in the field of view11 of the current observation. The
exception is that Fermi alerts arrive in three different
flavours: flight position, ground position, and final po-
sition. For a single event, Fermi can generate zero, one
or more of each flavour of alert, and not always in the
same order. We ascribe a positional reliability hierarchy
to the Fermi alerts with the highest to lowest reliability
being: final > ground > flight. Notices of the same flavor
will cause a position update check, but those of lower
reliability cannot update positions previously generated
from a higher priority alert. For example, a ground po-
sition notice will generate a re-pointing request if the
best position was generated from a previous ground po-
sition or flight position alert but not if it was generated
from a final position alert.
A given GRB can also be detected by both Swift
and Fermi. The Fermi-GBM triggers often arrive before
the Swift-BAT triggers (e.g. GRB 130427A; Anderson
11In practice we define a minimum angular offset (default is
10 deg), and only new-positions that are more distant than this
will cause a new trigger.
Figure 5. Logical flow for receiving a Fermi GRB alert. The out-
comes are either to trigger a new observation, update the current
observation (green), or to not observe (red).
et al. 2014). Given the much better positional preci-
sion of Swift generated events, they are prioritized over
the Fermi alerts. We therefore make no effort to cross-
identify GRBs that are detected by both telescopes.
Such GRBs will always generate observing requests and
will do so at the more precise Swift position. While we
prioritize the follow-up of short GRBs, it is not pos-
sible to determine the long/short nature of a GRB at
the time of detection, the classification of which usually
requires human inspection of the gamma-ray data. We
therefore only trigger on those Fermi events for which
the integration time (the time in seconds it takes the
gamma-ray signal to reach the triggering threshold of
the instrument, which is different to the burst duration)
is ≤ 2.048 s. This 2s is based on the classification of the
short GRB class (Kouveliotou et al. 1993), whilst the
fractional quantity incorporates the resolution of the
duration in Fermi notices. We use the same cut-off for
Swift events, allowing us to re-point at any new Swift
triggers that are more likely to be a short GRB (see
Figure 4).
5 Summary and future development
We have developed a VOEvent based rapid response
system for the MWA telescope. This development was
motivated by the need to perform low-latency obser-
vations of GRBs detected by the Swift and Fermi
telescopes, and to enable efficient use of the volt-
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age capture system for the study of GRBs, FRBs,
and intermittent pulsars. The software runs in two
parts: a back-end system that is part of the MWA
Monitor and Control system, which exposes multi-
ple web interfaces, and a front-end system that can
be run anywhere, responds to VOEvents and inter-
acts with the back-end system. The front-end system,
along with example VOEvent handlers, is available
at github.com/MWATelescope/mwa trigger. Contribu-
tions, bug reports, and feature requests are encouraged.
The system is still being developed, and new features
are being planned. The latency of the back-end system
is currently 6− 40 sec. A natural 4− 12 sec latency ex-
ists as part of the scheduling cycle of the MWA, and
this may be reduced as part of a future upgrade to the
MWA. The remaining 2− 28 sec latency is due to: Sun-
avoidance calculations, calibrator selection and schedul-
ing, and correlator mode change operations. The Sun is
not the only bright source that causes consternation:
bright radio sources in the primary beam side-lobes can
also cause calibration issues during both day time and
night time observations. An extension of the Sun avoid-
ance code is planned for night time observations, so as
to place these difficult sources in the null of the primary
beam at the central observing frequency. Currently the
back-end system inserts observations into the schedule
by expunging and truncating existing observations, and
there is not yet any concept of canceling a triggered
observation. In the future we plan to have the deleted
observations cached so that if a trigger is canceled, the
MWA schedule can be re-instated, reducing the impact
on other observers.
This work represents a new mode of operation for
the MWA. The upgraded standard correlator triggering
capability has been implemented since MWA observ-
ing semester 2018B, and the VCS and buffered mode
triggers will become available for observing in a future
semester.
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